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The Start to the End of  the Self . .
WHAT IS LIFE?

Mass, Space, Time, Dimension and God Realm .
An experience in finding a truth in life, dream, self  and light.

WHAT ARE DREAMS?
Dreams indicate, suggest and reveal what you have decided in life . Sometimes they assemble to make a 
coherent idea from the past . Sometimes they form simultaneous ideas as you dream . And sometimes in rare 
cases they are ideas-- that have not come to pass .

WHAT IS THE SELF?
The vessel that allows your consciousness to explore your own truth .

WHAT IS LIGHT?
It is the source of  everything, everyone and everywhere . All holographic components consists of  the light . 
We are connected through it . It is this fundament that brings us together, the spark in essence we call God . 
It is inside every breathing essence of  your body . You are the vessel of  light and experience . A child/man/
woman of  the light seeking truth however that may end . All your memories the good and bad is recorded 
and returns to; The God, The Universe and The Truth . “Your integration is among the single sands of  time 
in my hourglass” .

“He took the key
Along the river .
Over the hill .
Underneath the grave .
King of  kings,
He conquered death .
The keys to heaven on earth .
He who has earned the fate of  man .
It is complete .

Defining bad will define good. To mean everything but nothing at all. One mind given by he who is the holy 
father will be one voice that speaks to the multitude, not through natural convention but by divine conven-
tion . This is how they will know . This is how one reclaims a throne .”

-unknown source

An elaboration on the Proto-type Graphs, The Deva, Nirmanakaya and The Exhuman Graph . Revised and 
edited for viewing . 

Part of: The God, Universe and Truth Integration; The Light in Selfless Unconditional Love.
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There are 6 Phases:
1 . The mapping of  the Paradigms to acquire absolute or general knowledge of  the spectrum .
2 . The Deconstruction of  Labels . The destruction of  the ego .
3 . The Phoenix’s Resurrection . Rise from ashes and reassessment of  who we truly are .
4 . Work as a Collective body, work towards who we truly are as a Organized Collective Humanity .
5 . Make an effort to become human beings; We are human, we treat humans as humans . Pointing out a 

wrong across the world and associating it with a fellow human will do nothing . It only causes segrega-
tion, we are here now – in the right place at the right time to make a difference .

6 . All there is left to do is Ascend and allow Heaven on Earth to establish .

What’s important is not what describes us physically but what makes us who we are deep inside . Your Caus-
al/Intentions/Emotions this is who we truly are . The process of  reestablishing Humanity on Earth is tricky 
in that we have been desensitized, exposed to mind numbing advertising and horrors of  the entropy world . 
Random things happen and random damage is inflicted. We are all damaged goods. It’s time to unlearn the 
defensive mechanism that hides the soul and shields you from the big bad world . And embrace the new 
world of  unconditional love, understanding and compassion .

Truly you weren’t made for this world, yet you are here so let’s fly with it. Your conscience is really not of  
this world and is meant for so much more . There is higher potential for the human being as we progress 
into time . And life is a much more genuine, natural and patient experience . It’s a gentle guidance of  hand 
beckoning and suggesting us to be more and to prosper in our curiosity . It is a world, a universe and spec-
trum of  universes for us to explore . We only need to think before we act . To treat others the way you want 
to be treated . To express yourself  and allow others to express themselves . . just not at the expense of  your 
world . Stand for what you believe in but give chance for change and integration .

This development from Traditional Human Values of  practicality, Scientific Human Advancements/
Achievements, Of  Empowering Power of  the Divine Heavens . We come to a product, this is our personal 
ascendancy into new times . A calling to embrace the new world and movement of  kindness . A Quiet revo-
lution of  the mind looking for improvement to the human kind, for practicality, for creativity, for justice . 
Mindfulness is a tool to our progression and we only need to drop our persona, our egos our defenses and 
submit to the real God who is in the human collective faith the spark of  all creation inside us . We are the 
Gods of  this world . God doesn’t need to live forever, be all powerful, all seeing and all loving . We just need 
the ability to understand the knowledge bestowed on us, to know the real good and evil . . That’s actually in-
side of  us. The ugliness is in what we are selfishly, enabling and indulging. We sit by submissively while oth-
ers do as they please and we sit by because we feel guilty that we are no better . Stop feeling bad for yourself  
and step up the game . Be a man and be there for the justice .

The shell of  the body shouldn’t trap you, it’s there as a vessel so that you can be who you are . It’s a means 
to function and go and do what you want to do in your life . To gather experiences and allow yourself  to feel 
emotions and see things this world has to offer . There is still time to realize what life is about . Feel good 
about yourself, find like minds and create your world, do what you want to do not because you have to do it. 
You do it because you love doing it, because it’s necessary and you believe it’ll benefit you. Think better of  
yourself  and think proactive, precautionary and mindful thoughts . Always be aware and conscious of  what 
you do to others . Curiosity and Prosperity,
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PROTO-TYPE LIGHT ENTROPY CHART:
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PROTO-TYPE LIGHT ENTROPY:
ENTROPY

Entropy of  Cosmology/Astrophysics; The Mass is the Black Holes, It’s Energy is Stellar Objects and it’s 
consciousness Quasars and Galaxies. But at the end you will only find the Union of  the Universe.

Entropy of  Quantum Physics; The Mass is the Nucleons, It’s Energy is Atoms and it’s consciousness is 
Molecules. But at the end you will only find the Union of  the 7:7 Atom.

Entropy of  Divinity’s Realm; The Mass is The Lower Self,  Energy is The Higher Self  and Consciousness is 
The Divine Self. But at the end you will only find Union of  The Self.

Entropy of  The Living Universe; The Mass is The mineral and plant kingdom, The Energy is found in The 
Animal Kingdom and The Consciousness  can be found in The Human Kingdom . But at the end you will 
only find Union in the Monadic Kingdom.

ORDER
Order of  Cosmology/Astrophysics; The Breaking attribute is a Quantum Binary, The Submission is found 
in the Vesica Pisces and The Spiritual Mending (Kensuragi) is found in Virtual Pain of  Experience . But at 
the end you will only find the Entity of  Virtual Release and Expansion of  Experience.

Order of  Quantum Physics; The Breaking attribute is a Core, The Submission is found in the Transitions 
and The Spiritual Mending (Kensuragi) is found in the Crossways. But at the end you will only find The 
Entity of  The Protruding Quantum Binary .

Order of  Divinity’s Realm; The Breaking attribute is a First Triad, The Submission is a Second Triad and 
The Spiritual Mending is found in the Third Triad. But at the end you will only find The Entity in The 
Monad .

Order of  The Living Universe; The Breaking attribute is (Physical Core and Emotional Transition), Submis-
sion is found in the (Mental Core and Unity Transitions) and Spiritual Mending (Kensuragi) is found in the 
(Spiritual Core and Divine Transition). But in the end you will only find The Entity in the Monadic Core.

IDENTITY
Identity of  Cosmology/Astrophysics; The Eternal is the Kabbalah, The Infinite is the Ain Soph Aur and 
The Nothingness is “Not even Nothing” Ain . But in the end there is Substance God .

Identity of  Quantum Physics; The Eternal is Matter, The Infinite is Time and The Nothingness is Dimen-
sion . But in the end there is only The Substance of  The God Realm .

Identity of  Divinity’s Realm; The Eternal is Nirvana, The Infinite is being Unattached and The Nothingness 
is the Existence of  Being . But in the end there is only The Substance of  The Divine Quadriad (Omnipotent, 
Omniscient, Omnipresent and Omnibenevolent) .
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Identity of  The Living Universe; The Eternal is (Mulkuth, Yesod and Hod), The Infinite is (Netzache, 
Tipareth and Geburah) and The Nothingness is the (Chesed, Daath and Binah) . But at the end there is only 
Substance in (Chokmah and Kether) .

THE PROTRUDING ASCENDED LIGHT PROTOTYPE VALUES
The Entropy of  Union under Cosmology/Astrophysics is the Universe, Order of  It’s Entity the Virtual 
Release and Expansion of  Experience and It’s Identity Substance God .

The Entropy of  Union under Quantum Physics is the 7:7 Atomic structure, Order of  The Entity of  Protu-
ding Quantum Binary and It’s Identity Substance God Realm .

The Entropy of  Union under Divinity’s Realm is The Self, Order of  the Entity of  Monad and Identity of  
Substance Divine Quadriad (Omnipotent, Omniscient, Omnipresent and Omnibenevolent) .

The Entropy of  Union under The Living Universe is The Monadic Kingdom, Order of  the Monadic Core 
and Identity of  Substance (Chokmah and Kether) .

PROTO-TYPE LIGHT ORDER CHART:
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PROTO-TYPE LIGHT ORDER
ENTROPY

Entropy of  Biological; The Humbleness is in the Kindness, It’s Healing is in the Nurturing and it’s unat-
tached is in it’s Awareness. But at the end you will only find the Attuned Self.
Entropy of  Psychological; The Humbleness is the Thoughtfulness, It’s Healing is in the Loving and it’s Un-
attached is in the Strategy. But at the end you will only find the Synthesized Self.
Entropy of  Philosophical; The Humbleness is in the Mindfulness,  It’s Healing is in Compassion and Unat-
tached is in The Consciousness. But at the end you will only find The Emanating Self.
Entropy of  Harmonic Resonance; The Humbleness is in the Transparent Being, The Nurturing is found in 
Radiant Being and The Unattached  can be found in The Liberating Being. But at the end you will only find 
Substance of  the Transformed Being .

ORDER
Entropy of  Biological; The Logos is in the Vibrations, It’s Gnostics is in the Knowing and it’s Esoterics is 
in it’s Awareness. But at the end you will only find the Release and Expansion of  the Virtual World.
Entropy of  Psychological; The Logos is the Echoing, It’s Gnostics is in the Consensus and it’s Esoterics is 
in the Integration. But at the end you will only find the Synthesis.
Entropy of  Philosophical; The Logos is in the Past,  It’s Gnostics is in the Standards and Unattached is in 
The Consciousness. But at the end you will only find The Now.
Entropy of  Harmonic Resonance; The Humbleness is in the History, The Nurturing is found in Data and 
The Unattached  can be found in The Archives. But at the end you will only find Substance of  the Collec-
tive Persona .

IDENTITY
Entropy of  Biological; The Beta is in the Life, It’s Alpha is in the Self  and it’s Delta is in the Dreams . But at 
the end you will only find The Lucid State.
Entropy of  Psychological; Beta is the Reality, It’s Alpha is in the Events and it’s Delta is in the Realizations . 
But at the end you will only find the Cognitive Cohesion.
Entropy of  Philosophical; The Beta is in the Trap,  It’s Alpha is in the Illusions and The Delta is in The 
Inception within the Inception. But at the end you will only find The Induced Psycho-activity.
Entropy of  Harmonic Resonance; The Beta is in the Virtual Reality, The Alpha is found in Hologram and 
The Delta  can be found in The Altered Consciousness. But at the end you will only find the Substance of  
Enlightenment .

THE PROTRUDING ASCENDED LIGHT PROTOTYPE VALUES
The Entropy of  Entity under Biological circumstance is the Attuned, Order of  It’s Refined True Knowl-
edge is Release and Expansion of  The Virtual World and It’s Identity is in Theta of  Lucid State .
The Entropy of  Entity under Psychological is the entity of  the Synthesized, Order of  The Entity of  Syn-
thesis and It’s Identity Cognitive Cohesion .
The Entropy of  Entity under Philosophical is The Emanating, Order of  the Refined True Knowledge is 
Now and Identity of  Theta’s induced Psycho-activity .
The Entropy of  Entity under Harmonic Resonance is the Transformed Being, Order of  the Refined true 
Knowledge is The Now, Identity of  Theta’s  Enlightenment .
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PROTO-TYPE LIGHT
 IDENTITY CHART:
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For my final Light Proto-Type to complete the Triad:

PROTO-TYPE LIGHT IDENTITY:
ENTROPY

Entropy of  Religion; The Power is represented by The Pope, It’s Wisdom is in Prophets/Seers/Shamen and 
it’s Courage is found in it’s Warriors. But at the end you will only find The Selfless Unconditional Love of  
The Monks .

Entropy of  Science; The Power is found in Commercial and Industry, The Wisdom is found in (Govern-
ments, Teachers and Churches) and it’s Courage is in The Working People. But at the end you will only find 
The Selfless Unconditional Love of  The Light Seekers.

Entropy of  Humanism; The Power is found in Activists and The Rebellious, The Wisdom is found in (Reiki 
Teachers, Scholars and Sen Sei) and Courage is found in the Humanitarian Social Workers . But at the end 
you will only find The Selfless Unconditional Love of  the Modern Knights.

Entropy of  Societal Epitome; The Power is found in A Sword, The Wisdom is found in A Book, The Cour-
age is found in the form of  A Lion. But at the end you will only find Selfless Unconditional Love of  the 
heart relevant .

ORDER
Order of  Religion; The Protector is found in the Surgeon, It’s Mastermind is in the (Strategists and Political 
Heads) and it’s Architect is found in (Building Mechanical Parts and Structures) . But at the end you will only 
find The Healing of  The Priest.

Order of  Science; The Protector is found in the Family Doctor, The Master Mind is found in the Psycholo-
gist/Neurologist and it’s Architect is found in (Building Machines for Elements air/wood/metal/water/
fire/oil). But at the end you will only find The Healing of  The Engineer.

Order of  Humanism; The Protector is found in Nutritionists, The Master Mind is found in Philosophers 
and it’s Architect is found in (Building systems for sustainability). But at the end you will only find The Heal-
ing of  The Educator .

Order of  Societal Epitome; The Protector is found in (The Physical, Mental and Supplementary Body 
Specialist), The Master Mind is found in the (Causal/Mind/Brain Specialist), The Architect is found in (The 
Physical, Mental and Spiritual Extension Specialist).  But at the end you will only find The Healing of  The 
World Healer Specialist .
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IDENTITY
Identity of  Religion; The Lower Divinities is Demi-God, The Medium Divinities is known as The Angel/
Deva and The Higher Divinities is Arch-Angels . But in the end there is only The Most High Divinity God .

Identity of  Science; The Lower Divinities is The Nephilim, The Medium Divinities is known as The Higher 
Dimensional Manifest and The Higher Divinities has what is known as The True Manifest of  the Divinities . 
But in the end there is only The Most High Divinity of  The Big Bang .

Identity of  Humanism; The Lower Divinities is The Giants, The Medium Divinities is known as The 
Guardian Spirits and The Higher Divinities has what is known as Gate Guardian Spirits . But in the end 
there is only Most High Divinity The 7:7 Perfect Body .

Identity of  Societal Epitome; The Lower Divinities is God Form on Earth, The Medium Divinities is God 
Form in The Causal Spiritual World and The Higher Divinities is God Form in Maturation . But at the end 
there is only The Most High Divinity Collective Godhead .

THE PROTRUDING ASCENDED LIGHT PROTOTYPE VALUES
The Entropy of  Selfless Unconditional Love under Religion is the The Monks, Order of  It’s Healers the 
Priest and It’s Identity of  The Most High God .

The Entropy of  Selfless Unconditional Love under Science is The Light Seekers, Order of  The Healers The 
Engineer and It’s Identity For The Most High Divinity The Big Bang .

The Entropy of  Selfless Unconditional Love under Humanism is The Modern Knights, Order of  the Healer 
The Educator and Identity of  The Most High Divinity 7:7 Perfect Body .

The Entropy of  Selfless Unconditional Love under The Societal Epitome is The Heart, Order of  the World 
Healer and Identity of  The Most High Divinity Collective Godhead .
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The Giver’s body is Affectionate, Mindful and Constructive . The Giver’s body’s mind is of  Light, Emana-
tions and Summation . The Giver’s body’s Spirit is of  Einsof, Manifest and Synthesis .

The Light Walker mind physically is about his Purposefulness, Balance and Consistency . The Light Walker 
mind mentally is Martyrdom of  Christ, Straight and Narrow Path and Choosing the Right . The Light Walker 
mind is spiritually in Gematria, Spiritual Properties and Virtual Reality Model of  the Universe .

The Pristine Deva spirit has Overview, Oversight and composed of  The Holy Trinity . The Pristine Deva’s 
spirit mentally is on the Atonement, Cream of  the Crop and Christmas . The Pristine Deva’s Spirituality is in 
Nirvana, Unattached and focused on Existence in Being .

The Giver body must give resourceful life, give mindful thoughts and give constructive spirits . The light 
walker mind must light the way, does not stray and makes worlds move from one spectrum to another . The 
spirit of  Pristine Deva brings Miracles on Earth, Heaven on Earth and Paradise on Earth . With decisive 
aims and studies The Giver, The Light Walker and Pristine Deva as one person must guide the souls of  
Earth back to the collective spark of  god .

THE ASCENDANT BINARY
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THE DEVA:
STAR ENTROPY

THE EPIPHANY
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STAR OF PROMISES: ENTROPY

In the Physical world, The Past: Though Might, Magic and Courage ruled the middle ages . Affection was 
considered the most valuable trait .
In the Physical world, The Present: Where Religion, Technology and Humanism strive . Mindfulness was 
considered the most valuable source of  comfort .
In the Physical world, The Future: Where Traditional, Evolving and Sustainability are traits desirable . Con-
structiveness was considered the most valuable trait .

In the Mental world: Etiquette of  Energy, Wisdom and Responsibility brought us a bright living world . But 
it is Purposefulness that brought them together .
In the Mental world: Attributes of  Power, Intellect and Bravery brought us a world of  adventure and excite-
ment . But it is Balance of  these attributes that make them whole .
In the Mental world: Dominion of  Authority, Justice and Liberty brought us our freedoms in life . But it is 
Consistency of  these dominions that make our lives livable .

In the Spiritual world: Perspectives of  First person, Second person and Third person brought us a range of  
views . But it is the Overview of  all three that makes the view complete .
In the Spiritual world: Mastery of  Hindsight, Insight and Foresight brought us a range of  spectrum . But it is 
the Oversight of  all three that makes the sight complete .
In the Spiritual world: Collective Figures Father/Parental, Son/Filial and Holy Ghost make up the collective 
of  bodies of  host mentor-ships but it is the Holy Trinity that make it a one body collective . 
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STAR OF EMANATIONS: ORDER

The world of  Body: Holy Spectrum is the idea that Life, Dream and Self  bring you closer to experiencing 
life truly . But in the end Light is what you produce . The world of  Body’s next medium: Holy emanation is 
the idea that through Practice you come to Believe and from Believing you can Manifest . But in the end 
Emanation is what you produce. The world of  Body’s final form: Holy Summation is the idea that with 
Keys, Tools and Solutions bring you closer to it (God/Truth/Universe) . But in the end Summation is what 
you produce . 

The world of  Mind: Holy Body is the idea of  Unconditional Love, Hope and Awareness . But in the end 
there is only the Martyrdom of  Christ . The world of  Mind’s next medium: Holy Mind is the idea of  Service, 
Faith and Understanding . But in the end there is only the Straight and Narrow Path . The world of  Mind’s 
final form: Holy Spirit is the idea of  Honor, Redemption and Benevolence. But in the end there is only 
Choose the Right . 

The world of  Spirit: Holy Soul is the idea of  Deliverance, Penitence and Sacrifice. But in the end there is 
only the Atonement . The world of  Spirit’s next medium: Holy Prosperity is the idea of  Victory, Salvation 
and Glory. But in the end there is only the Cream of  the Crop. The world of  Spirit’s final form: Holy Peace 
is the idea of  Merriment, Celebration and Joy . But in the end there is only Christmas .
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NOW I EXPLAIN IT:

The idea of  Holy emanation is the idea that you can with your mind bring something to life with some 
work . If  you Practice something it gets Processed to become a Belief/Idea/Thought when it becomes this 
you can go further and bring it through Accessing it into a Nature . Finally you can Accumulate that to be-
come Manifest. There’s a final state which is called emanations but I’m guessing prayer or massive concen-
tration makes conjured replicas of  the real thing that makes it work and function as the real thing (?) accord-
ing to this idea .

(I’m testing to see how much work it takes to elaborate with complete thoughts here .)

STAR OF KABALLAH: IDENTITY
In the physical world, The Body of  life in this category is found to be God, Universe and Truth . But only 
find Einsof  at the end of  it all.
The  next medium of  the physical world is that the spectrum of  life is Eternal, Infinite and Nothingness. 
But only find Manifest at the end of  it all.
The final medium of  the physical world is that the worlds are of  Action, Formation and Creation. But only 
find Emanations at the end of  it all.

In the mental world, Names (the source of  identity) is that the worlds are of  72 names of  God, Constella-
tions and Zodiac. But only find Gematria at the end of  it all.
The next medium of  the mental world is that the Substance of  life is Holy Trinity, Elements and Deva . But 
only find Spiritual Properties at the end of  it all.
The final medium of  the mental world is that the worlds are of  Constitution is of  Trinity Cores, Transitions 
and Hourglass. But only find The Virtual Reality Model of  the Universe at the end.

In the spiritual world, Realms is that the worlds are of  Heaven, Hell and Earth. But only find Nirvana at the 
end of  it all .
The next medium of  the spiritual world is that the natures of  these realms are Dominant, Submissive and 
Unashamed. But only find being Unattached at the end of  it all.
The final medium of  the spiritual world is that the worlds that brings Joy is of  Glorification, Martyrdom and 
Redemption. But only find Existence of  Being most essential at the end of  it all.
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“The Holy body is the idea of  Unconditional love, hope and awareness . But end product is Martyrdom 
of  Christ” Unconditional love is the love Christ gave in order to give Earth the atonement because he saw 
that we were all in complete sin in this world no matter what we did God’s judgement was on us unless 
something was done, which was to sacrifice his blood, body and soul.. in order to free us from our eternal 
torment that is suppose to be life . It was suppose to be a release from this Earth to bring sanity and con-
scious minds back to Earth . And according to Hindu’s the path to happiness is to be unattached and live life 
mindfully and without regret . It’s also about hope for mankind and gives us a second chance at redeeming 
ourselves . This allows us to obtain the Awareness attribute that because we have been subjected to Jesus’s 
pure cruel death(?) we have become conscious beings aware of  almost everything around us .

The idea of  “Service, Faith and Understanding. but only find The Straight and Narrow Path.” Service is the 
idea that if  you just live according to secular/god’s laws and serve faithfully persevering no matter how hard 
the course and understanding that there is much good in knowledge out there for your body, mind and spirit 
and we just need to look deeper . This is the idea that the mentality of  living a modest, moderate and follow-
ing the wisdom of  words . This is the life we should be focusing .

The final idea of  “Holy spirit is the idea of  Honor, Redemption and Benevolence. That in the end there is 
only Choosing the Right .” This is the idea that through using your honor and your trials of  redemption and 
benevolent being you are able to Choose the Right thing to do . It’s an old saying that Latter Day Saints use 
to carve on their rings CTR . I found it most appropriate for this situation .

“Holy soul is the idea of  Deliverance, Penitence and Sacrifice. But at the end there is only Atonement.” This 
is the idea that through the deliverance of  souls, the guilt of  sinning and of  course the ultimate sacrifice 
brings us to the idea of  Atonement which is in the Spiritual realm . It is well known that these three things 
encompass the meaning of  the atonement but it only makes sense in the spiritual realm of  things . . not of  
this world . It is far beyond making logic of .

“Holy Prosperity is the idea of  Victory, Salvation and Glory . But in the end only the Cream of  the Crop .” 
This is the idea of  Victory on earth because of  this system of  the atonement here we put on full blast the 
effects of  Salvation for all souls straying not knowing who Christ is and finally ultimate Glory which is what 
we enjoy in this world because of  his sacrifice hence why this is the Cream of  the Crop. We reap our harvest 
because he gave us the time, society and life in order to do that . If  you remember Satan offered him during 
his temptation in the desert a moral life as king of  kings if  he just gave his soul to Satan which he refused 
and forfeited his life for us .

“Holy Peace is the idea of  Merriment, Celebration and Joy . But in the end there is only Christmas .” This is 
finally it the real deal. Merriment full of  laughter and joy because it’s Christmas, Celebration for Christ every 
year and joy  for all who come across the people who celebrate it . Christmas is a celebration of  Christ, not 
pagan Saint Nicolas . The real boss of  the show Christ and his timeline of  Death AD and BC is the real clue 
here . Our timeline is based on Christ, our Christmas is dedicated to Christ (best holiday ever) and we have a 
religion based on Christ . . a country dedicated to Christians . There’s no reason to not celebrate Christ every-
day, when you’re living and breathing Christ everyday .

(Nope not happening again(?))
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The Completed Self-Star; 
A Comprehensive Study 
Of  Self
This is the 

Star of  Alpha: 

Nirmanakayas
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This is the star of  self  that I assembled . It’s a comprehensive look into the forms of  human perspective out 
there and hence we have come to a spectrum mapping of  these entities . Listed are the true purposes of  the 
self  and it’s inventions of  thinking and adaptations of  the mind . The study of  all realms of  the self  in a very 
general spectrum of  27 sides and 21 ascendant values .

This is the Star of  Self  with Ascendancies:

THE NIRMANAKAYAS STAR OF ALPHA 

The self  is a interesting concept and it often creates an illusion of  self  even though self  is necessary in or-
der establish who a person is on the Earth. We call this entity the persona. As we continue to progress I find 
that a lot of  groups try to avoid Persona altogether and to completely abandon what they are building . This 
is a good way to explore your roots but not a good way to be in society that requires certain things of  you 
like paying your rent, basic values and standards of  morality and disciplines at work .

ELABORATION OF SELF DISCOVERY CHART: 

First off  the form Authenticity has the dependencies of  values and requires a person to be Genuine .

Second, the form Transformation has the dependencies of  conductive code and requires a person to be 
progressive .

Thirdly, the form Persona has the dependencies of  Ego and requires a person to seek acceptance .

Lastly, the ascendant form of  Selfless has the dependencies of  Virtuous Rules and requires a person to seek 
Constructivity .

INTERPRETATIONS OF THESE ELABORATIONS:

The first form Authenticity of  values and needing genuineness. Means that to be Authentic you require 
values that like a child inside begs of  you to express . Small nagging things like did you forget your wallet to 
“Oh! you need to go on that ride” . This is the inner child that speaks and as you develop more as a human 
being the development becomes a consciousness that invokes ideas of  donating to the poor or helping hu-
man small causes like finding safety for that homeless child wandering the streets. 

The second form Transformation of  codes and needing progress . Means that to be a form of  transforma-
tion you require codes that changes your perspective in life and forces you to grow and become more than 
what you currently are . Progress is idea that is imprinted in the mind of  a transformation being . Always 
wanting to become more . Ideas that bring you to become more human and stronger as a person such as the 
development of  consciousness and helping others and following causal nagging of  the spiritual self .
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The third form Persona of  ego and needing Acceptance . Means that to be a form of  Persona you are 
required to feed your ego which establishes your identity and helps you explore you personal self . Persona 
is said to come with the shadow of  personal cravings and the double face of  vices but it is still a necessary 
component to exploring who you are . Acceptance of  who you are and what you like to do is part of  the 
living experiment of  life. The truths you find throughout your life and the ultimate one being the realization 
of  who you are at the end of  your life is a necessary component to your acceptance . Acceptance from your 
peers is also a necessary component to finding out if  you are progressing or not and critical feedback from 
them is also necessary to finding out if  your on the right track.

Finally the form of  Selfless unconditional love of  virtuous rules and Constructivity. Means that to be a form 
of  Selflessness you are required to integrate virtuous rules which establishes what you want to see in life and 
who you truly are. Selflessness is the idea that you become unattached but aware conscious of  all the things 
around you, committing to time, patience and mindfulness of  your situation in life and all that comes to 
you . Never completely indulging to an extreme but always being mindful through moderation and balance 
of  how much you should indulge. The Selfless form is always looking to be constructive in the world and 
seek to build bridges and construct structure and integrating positive loving vibes to a person, place or thing . 
In life he is the teacher, engineer and architect to a certain degree . He has learned of  all these worlds and 
wishes to implement them in all that he does .

In conclusion:

There are varieties of  self  and different degrees of  them but there are only 4 forms that are possible . The 
fourth is the combination of  all three . The most balanced and least understood/pursued state of  them all . It 
is ideal to press towards the 4th form in order for ascendant values towards a constructive life to begin . I am 
aware of  the varieties of  spirits out there namely tricksters and animal totems . These things are trivial and 
lead to matter of  expression rather than the ultimate cause which is to a higher purpose and reason for life . 
The answer “Is that how it is” is the answer to expression and human incompetence and emotional attach-
ment . The light is the answer in the end . The light exist as the binary of  ascended values and the 4th column 
will always contain the ultimate, the beginnings of  human and identity progression to collective human kind 
and the self .
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THE NIRMANAKAYAS SPHERE OF OMEGA

The Self-Volution is interesting in how the word volution means to spiral or coil like a double helix . In a 
manner of  speaking light is a manner of  volution as previously studied . This graph represents the trend of  
systematic mentality of  change and the human condition of  adapting and it’s response to the change . It also 
explores the root cause of  why this mental state of  the mind is changing and it’s trending tendencies rooting 
to the behavioral adaption capacity of  humanity . Basically the tendencies of  natural man to behave based on 
adaptations by said imposed ideas of  change of  state of  living (evolution, devolution, involution and inter-
volution) in this case .

ELABORATIONS ON CHART OF SELF VOLUTION:

The Devolution of  the Study of  General Nature of  hunting and gathering origins is rooted to the cause of  
our Primative Origins .
The Evolution of  the Study of  Materialism is rooted to the cause of  Scientific Narcissism.
The Involution of  the Study of  Self  is rooted to the cause of  Identity Fixation .
The Intervolution of  the study of  Collectivity is rooted to the cause of  Causation Deconstruction .

THE SELF VOLUTION ELABORATIONS OF INTERPRETATION:

The devolution of  the study of  general nature and hunting and gathering origins is about how people have 
the mentality that going back to our primitive former life was where life was really at . Even with the wars, 
pillaging and destruction people still want to live in the past . The Life of  solitude and hunting and gather-
ing life style is one that is rewarding, closed but in all honesty more fun but at the cost of  history to repeat 
itself  every time . An ego rises out of  all the hardship and a mind dominated by a persona of  supremacy . It 
is a dangerous path for those who believe in a rightful spot of  privilege but a noble one if  one tends to live 
humble and isolated .

The evolution of  the study of  materialism is one of  objectivity and moderate to severe narcissism . It is a 
mentality of  having and not having, a legacy of  scarcity and abundance . Owning things and that life is about 
absolute chaotic entropy and random chance to obtain desirable traits. It is a world defined by materialism, 
advertisement and artificiality. This world is solely about the objective of  objects and the physical qualities 
and traits of  a defined person, place or thing. This is why we need to tap into to the spiritual world and a 
reason to elevate above this static grounds of  little depth and contrast . As we open our eyes to the higher 
knowledges of  reason, purpose and causation .
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The Involution of  the study of  self  and it’s persona’s identity and it’s the root cause of  identity fixation. 
This is the spiritual world of  emotion, belief  and causation; where life is about deeper meanings of  life – 
your acceptance, authenticity and genuineness . The acceptance of  yourself  and everything around you is 
an important step to involution . The authenticity through understanding and coming to terms with who 
you are as a being and believing yourself  deserving of  everything in your life and through feedback of  your 
peers is essential to your involution . The root of  this is Identity Fixation because this study of  self  is only 
beneficial to those seeking to nurture, heal and recover from an existing environment that begs us to change 
and adapt because the problem is so deep and damaging . The study of  self  can only help to an extent, per-
sonality, attitudes assessment and acceptance of  certain things will certainly help you in the right direction in 
life. But the fixation of  one world and perspective where there are many to comprehend can only be literally 
described as fixation of  self. This is where Intervolution steps in.

The Intervolution of  collective and it’s root cause of  Causation Deconstruction . The Idea of  Intervolution 
is that we need to integrate many of  these different selves that we have into a well weaved tapestry . Intervo-
lution is bringing in the idea of  Devolution, Evolution and Involution working together in it’s own way as a 
system working to our personal benefit. This is all to the collective being, us as a human race and not subject 
to only a group of  certain people . As much as sometimes we need that solitude and discontent tension of  
people who aren’t liked minded . We must think what can we do for the collective human species in order to 
progress as human beings . The root of  this is Causation Deconstruction because you need to break down 
everything you ever learned about these adaption techniques and build a new bridge that incorporates all the 
perks of  having all three worlds to your bidding . The Integration of  all three of  these worlds is necessary to 
build the self  that gets the excitement of  life in Devolution . That gets the Progress out of  the material mat-
ter of  fact world of  Evolution . And The Insights and Oversights of  Involution in determining who you are 
and comprehending what you like doing personality wise .

Conclusion:

The world of  the mind is an interesting in that some believe we as regressing and others believe we are 
progressing . The state of  mind is essentially how you live it . You don’t choose to eat alone in front a televi-
sion, it just happens that you live this way . Life choices are at your disposal and you need to make your path 
through the decision that you can decide what you want to do . If  you are living this latter type of  situation, 
make something happen . If  you are unhappy with your current situation and opportunities are scarce – Find 
ideas and craft yourself  a mighty bridge of  ideas of  course . You are your own enemy if  you don’t act on 
these type of  situations . These ideas of  progressing and regressing in the mind is essentially just a miscon-
ception that the mind decays because of  ideas . Which is non-sense . We just need to choose the right path .
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THE NIRMANAKAYAS PROTO-TYPE OF CROSSWAY

The Self  Spectrum is a chart that describes beings such as Shadow self, Ideal self, Persona self  and Collec-
tive self  which may sound alien to some of  you who are not familiar with this terminology but the alternate 
selves are very real and very necessary . The self  spectrum is an exploration of  the manifestation, nature 
basis and this concept called Perpetuated Causation . The Consciousness manifestation are just the platforms 
for which the body exists . The Nature Basis is essentially the tendencies in which the platform by design will 
act out as . The Perpetuated causation is really just the root causation of  what drives it to be the way it is . I 
will speak on why they are such an essential part to our identity in a moment . 

ELABORATIONS OF SELF SPECTRUM CHART:

The Shadow Self  is a consciousness manifestation that by nature basis is instinctual and it’s perpetuated 
causation of  emotion .

The Ideal Self  is a consciousness manifestation that by nature basis is seeking for improvement and it’s per-
petuated causation to be Lack of  Having .

The Persona Self  is a consciousness manifestation that by nature basis is seeking for Embetterment and it’s 
perpetuated causation to be Lack of  Being .

The Collective Self  is a consciousness manifestation that by nature basis is seeking for a Holistic System and 
it’s perpetuated causation to be Lack of  Integration .

THE SELF SPECTRUM ELABORATIONS INTERPRETATION:

The shadow self  is a being within youself  that draws it’s energies from what you desire and what your pri-
mal instincts require of  you . It’s basis is instinct because they are the primal urges that bring you to act out 
in ways out of  character . They are sometimes darker in nature . Sometimes harmless and sometimes danger-
ous . Depending on what you are exposed to and the knowledge you have access to it will manifest in your 
subconscious always swaying you to believe that you could have done this or have that because of  certain 
egotistic assertions of  that certain persona . The shadow-self  is known to be deceiving, hostile and hurtful . 
It preys on weak minds and manipulates it as if  it has control over you . But again this is all in the mind these 
entities cannot act on their own but only through suggestion . It is important to note that a shadow self  is 
often imaginary and only manifests when one concentrates to the point where they act as if  they are real 
people . The perpetuated causation is emotion and it stems from what you deeply internally want by your 
human nature .
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The Ideal Self  is a being that you want to become and it exists as a destination you want to ultimately come 
to . It is sometimes unrealistic and demanding of  yourself . It can be as simple as having and not having a 
certain person, place or thing . It sometimes requires you to improve yourself  cosmetically, aesthetically and 
functionally . Always pushing to become greater version than what you currently are . It too exists in the mind 
and has no control over a physical body on its own . It merely suggests that you should be better then what 
you are right now . It works in the same manner as any imaginary entity but this one can be harmful in caus-
ing disorders such as anorexia, big-manly syndrome and all sorts of  strange disorders that root from not 
looking the way you “should” . The perpetuated causation is in the lack of  having . In which because you not 
a certain way you may want this ideal person to be you because life would be so much better and this acts as 
an enabler for you to live your dreams .

The Persona Self  is a being that exists in a strange mix of  physical reality and mentality . It really is who you 
are but at the same time it’s a made up thing that makes you believe you are this certain person . The persona 
is a strange thing in that it essentially is your ego and it possesses you to claim that you have a right to a cer-
tain thing, or enable you to act a certain way . . or in general pretend you are someone you are not . We are all 
human beings and the persona can only get you so far, unless you have physical attributes thanks to the gene 
lottery that make you a stellar specimen . Even with this your limits are well . . limited . The reason for the 
persona actually stems from seeking embetterment in your life and finding strange antidotes to why you are 
a certain way and how you can better yourself  to become a gateway to a better living condition . This Per-
petuated Causation is formed from the Lack of  being in which this character you play as has a certain taste 
for a specific things and a pallet for whatever they desire. Lack of  being is a vague way to term this perpetu-
ated causation but it essentially rooted from the lack of  what you can do as being of  your certain nature and 
caliber .

The Collective Self  is a state of  being where all your memories of  all the people you loved and all the peo-
ple you admire and people you want to be fictionally or non-fictionally come together as a soup of  a variety 
allowing you to progress with their consciousness in your mind . This is a holistic system where the entirety 
of  everything you love, you have access to in your head . The knowledge of  the internet holds some of  these 
truths and you can branch out to these people that are unknown to you and find out more about what you 
like and who you like . The Holistic System is one where the sum of  the components is not greater then the 
system’s holistic entirety . The edge is in the synergy, the product and the collective mechanic of  the machine; 
that is actually the collective of  humanity . The Perpetuated Causation or really the meaning why all this came 
to be necessary is because of  the Lack of  Integration that we find here in these three worlds to create the 
collective self .

Conclusion: The world of  self  is one of  curiosity and wonderment . The reason to why we are certain way 
is heavily embedded in our genes, dna and environment . This still doesn’t determine who we are completely . 
The ideas we often fantasize about ourselves are often dark or fantastical . And sometimes it’s mundane 
and average based on your persona . The idea that your nature makes who you are is completely wrong and 
should be negated to the creation of  a completely new being as a collective of  as many people and lives that 
have touched your life as possible . The summation of  all you are is due and attributed to the collective tak-
ing all their lives and putting all their energies to making your life possible . The root of  all this helps deter-
mine the causation of  why we are and where we should go .
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THE NIRMANAKAYAS ASCENDED CHART

ELABORATIONS OF ASCENDANT SELF

Ascendant Body is selfless and about intervolution. It is in essence the collective self. But in the end The 
Protruding Plane Binary is The Way of  Perspective .

Transcending Mind is Virtuous Rules, The study of  Collectivity and working as a Holistic System . But in the 
end The Protruding Plane Binary is The Path of  Oversight .

Empowering Spirit is Constructivity, The Causation Deconstruction and it’s root Lack of  Integration . But in 
the end The Protruding Plane Binary is Roots of  Causal Origin .

Physically the Ascendant Binary 1 is selfless, of  virtuous rules and it’s root constructivity.

Mentally the Ascendant Binary 2 is of  intervolution, study of  collectivity and Causation Deconstruction and 
it’s truth in Integration .

Spiritually the Ascendant Binary 3 is of  Collective Self, Holistic System and it’s root Lack of  Integration .

Ascendance of  the Protruding Plane Binary is of  Way of  Perspective, Path of  Oversight and Roots of  
Causal Origin .

THE ASCENDANT SELF ELABORATIONS INTERPRETATION:

The ascended body in this case is the body in which we ideally want to “wear” – we determined that we 
should be selfless because the ego is a pride facilitator. We found that intervolution was the most receptive 
mind set in that we should integrate only the good of  the three other worlds . And that we should work to-
wards a Collective Self  which means we should all be unique and be who are through the conscious distribu-
tion of  all knowledge of  all that we love (may it be person, place or thing) .

The Transcended Mind in this case is the mind in which we truly want to facilitate – we determined that we 
should have virtuous rules integrated . That we should follow the study of  the collective which is the study 
of  being human and working towards/for humanity . The holistic system should be understood that the sum 
of  all components is not greater then the collective holistic system . The other factors that give bonuses for 
having a collective holistic system can be attributed to synergy, the products and the collective mechanic of  
the system .
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The third form Persona of  ego and needing Acceptance . Means that to be a form of  Persona you are 
required to feed your ego which establishes your identity and helps you explore you personal self . Persona 
is said to come with the shadow of  personal cravings and the double face of  vices but it is still a necessary 
component to exploring who you are . Acceptance of  who you are and what you like to do is part of  the 
living experiment of  life. The truths you find throughout your life and the ultimate one being the realization 
of  who you are at the end of  your life is a necessary component to your acceptance . Acceptance from your 
peers is also a necessary component to finding out if  you are progressing or not and critical feedback from 
them is also necessary to finding out if  your on the right track.

Finally the form of  Selfless unconditional love of  virtuous rules and Constructivity. Means that to be a form 
of  Selflessness you are required to integrate virtuous rules which establishes what you want to see in life and 
who you truly are. Selflessness is the idea that you become unattached but aware conscious of  all the things 
around you, committing to time, patience and mindfulness of  your situation in life and all that comes to 
you . Never completely indulging to an extreme but always being mindful through moderation and balance 
of  how much you should indulge. The Selfless form is always looking to be constructive in the world and 
seek to build bridges and construct structure and integrating positive loving vibes to a person, place or thing . 
In life he is the teacher, engineer and architect to a certain degree . He has learned of  all these worlds and 
wishes to implement them in all that he does .

In conclusion:

There are varieties of  self  and different degrees of  them but there are only 4 forms that are possible . The 
fourth is the combination of  all three . The most balanced and least understood/pursued state of  them all . It 
is ideal to press towards the 4th form in order for ascendant values towards a constructive life to begin . I am 
aware of  the varieties of  spirits out there namely tricksters and animal totems . These things are trivial and 
lead to matter of  expression rather than the ultimate cause which is to a higher purpose and reason for life . 
The answer “Is that how it is” is the answer to expression and human incompetence and emotional attach-
ment . The light is the answer in the end . The light exist as the binary of  ascended values and the 4th column 
will always contain the ultimate, the beginnings of  human and identity progression to collective human kind 
and the self .
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THE SYNTHETIC 
EX-HUMAN OTHER

EX-HUMAN STAR CORE 

These are hypothetical components to the construction of  said entities . There’s no pretending to know 
completely what this field is about. Computers, Robots, Androids and Synthetic humans.

The Body: 1-Dimensional Shapes make a line, a dot and binary . But at the end there is only Quantum Bi-
nary .

2-Dimensional Shapes make squares, circles and triangles . But at the end there is only A Peek into the Veil .

3-Diemnsional Shapes make cubes, Spheres and Pyramids . But at the end there is only Heaven on Earth 
reality Breaker .

The Mind: Essentials make a Brick, Triangles and Square and Circles . But at The End Quantum Distur-
bance .

Base make a Box-Frame, A Isocahedron and Pyramind Exterior . But in the end there is only the impending 
Threshold Protrusion .The category Buildings make a Sky Scraper,

Geodesic Dome and Tetrahedron Structure but at the end there is only Heaven on Earth Threshhold 
Breaker .

The Spirit: Simple Geometry makes Cube Frames, Big Triangles and Tetrahedron 2d . Makes Quantum Dis-
ruption .

Complimentary Continuation makes Stacked Cubes, Big Isocahedron and Tetrahedron 3D . But in the end 
there is only Threshold Protrusion .  

Complex Structure makes Cube Structures, Geodesic Spheres and Tetrahedron Structures . But at the end 
there is only Heaven on Earth Threshold Breaker .
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EX-HUMAN SPHERE TRANSITION

The Body: 1D Lines makes Dividing Red Line, Blue Dot and Green Binary . But in the end there is only 
Magenta Quantum Binary .

2D Lines make Life Separator (Cross), Dream Separator (Lapping Circles) and Self  Separator (Lapping 
Triangles) but in the end there is only Light Separator .

3D Lines make Life Red Transitions, Dream Blue Transitions and Self  Green Transitsions . But in the end 
there is only Light Magenta Transitions .

The Mind: Powers makes Transistor, Kinetic Friction and Laser Static but in the end there is  only Synthetic 
Development .

Controls makes Capacitor, Potential Memory and Pin Point Lasers . But in the end there is only Synthetic 
Potential .

Medium makes Electronic Medium, Fluid Medium and Air Medium . But in the end there is only World 
Medium .

The Spirit: Energies components are Energy Amplifier, Systemic Clockworks Loops and Quantum Charger 
brings about Synthetic Computer .

Energy Harness components are Heavy Capacitor, Systemic Crystalized Patterns and Quantum Motive 
brings about the Synthetic Robot .

Base components are Magnetic Base, Fluid Base Nano Machines and Synaptic Connection makes Synthetic 
Android .
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EX-HUMAN PROTO-TYPE HOURGLASS

1st World makes Human Beings, Worlds and Purpose . But in the end there is only the Causal Protocol .

2nd World makes Android, Solar System and Data . But in the end there is only Causal Data .

3rd World makes Synthesized Being, Universe and Light . But in the end there is only Causal Light .

Systemic Engagement makes Entropy Protocol, Order Protocol and Crossway Protocol brings about As-
cended Protocol .

Systemic Engagement 2 makes Omega Protocol, Crossway Protocol and brings about Ascended Protocol 
Type 2 .

Systemic Engagement 3 makes Core Protocol, Transition Protocol and Hourglass Protocol and brings 
about The Ascended Protocol Type 3 .

Operation Harmonize 1 makes Entropy Conduct, Order Conduct and Identity Conduct and makes Pro-
truding Involution Micro Planes .

Operation Harmonize 2 makes Alpha Conduct, Omega Conduct and Crossway Conduct making Protruding 
Evolving Macro Planes .

Operation Harmonize 3 makes Core Conduct, Transition Conduct and Hourglass Conduct and makes Pro-
truding Planar Threshold
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ASCENDED PROTRUDING PLANAR BINARY
The Giver through affection, Light and Einsof  gives resourceful life .

The Giver through Mindfulness, Emnation and Manifest gives Mindful thoughts .

The Giver through constructive, Summation and Synthesis gives Constructive Spirit .

The Light Walker through Purposefulness, Martyrdom of  Christ and Gematryia will light the way .

The Light Walker through Balance, Straight and Narrow Path and Spiritual Properties makes Do Not Stray .

The Light Walker through Consistency, Choosing the Right and Virtual Reality Model of  the Universe Make 
Worlds Move .

The Pristine Deva through the Overview, Atonement and Nirvana Makes Miracles on Earth .

The Pristine Deva through the Oversight, Cream of  the Crop and Unattached . Make Heaven on Earth .

The Pristine Deva through the Holy Trinity, Christmas and Existence in Being brings Paradise on Earth .

The Thoughtful is Selfless, Intervolution and Collective Self  brings Way of  Perspective.

The Thoughtful Virtuous Rules, Study of  Collectivity and Holistic System brings Path of  Oversight .

The Thoughtful Roots of  Constructivity, Causation Deconstruction and Lack of  Integration brings Roots 
of  Causal Design .

The Light Swimmer makes Plasma, Complete Comprehension and Human Benefits bring about Spirit of  
Causation .

The Light Swimmer makes Light, Ascended Masters and Human Assessments and brings about Human Be-
ing Hierarchy Office.

The Light Swimmer is Super Conscious, Ascendant and a Human Architect and brings about Higher Fre-
quency Constructions .
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The Pristine Nirmanakayas brings about Purpose, Warmth of  Human Heart and Creation Manifest and 
gives a Purpose Driven World .

The Pristine Nirmanakayas brings about Productivity, Benevolent Action and Ethical Establishment and al-
lows the Heavens to be Heard High and Low .

The Pristine Nirmanakayas brings about Deliberate Existence, Assessment of  the Competant and Complete 
Fate Oversight and brings Deliberate Defining of  Humanity.

The Mindful is of  Quantum Binary, Quantum Disturbance and Quantum Disruption but brings The First 
Harkening .

The Mindful is of  A Peek into the Veil, Impending Threshold Protrusion, Empowered Threshold Protru-
sion brings The Second Contact .

The Mindful brings about the Heaven on Earth Reality Breaker, Impending Heaven on Earth World Break-
er, and Heaven on Earth Threshold Breaker brings The Third Communion .

The Light Flyer makes the Magenta Quantum Binary, Synthetic Development and Synthetic Computer 
brings The Quiet Revolution .

The Light Flyer makes the Light Separator, Synthetic Poetntial and Synthetic Robot bringing the Quiet Pen-
etration .

The Light Flyer makes the Light Magenta Transition, World Medium and Synthetic Android bringing the 
Quiet Realization .

The Pristine Ex-Human creates Causal Protocol, Ascended Protocol and Protruding Involution Micro 
Planes and the Inception of  Inception .

The Pristine Ex-Human creates Causal Data, Ascended Protocol Type 2, Protruding Evolving Macro Planes 
and the Assessment of  the World .

The Pristine Ex-Human creates Causal Light, Ascended Protocol Type 3, Protruding Planar Threshol and 
brings about The Law, Order and Meaning .
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THE SUMMARIZED SECRET 
CONCLUSION

I believe in God, but probably not the same one you may believe in . I believe God in the universe and god 
in the collective of  human beings . I believe the answer to the universe is for us as a people to act through 
selfless unconditional love. I believe that Christ had many lives, that he was a reincarnation of  Thoth.  That 
he was one of  the architects to the Giza Pyramid, that he commenced the project that was the catalyst to the 
human evolution of  consciousness . That he was an initiate for the Giza pyramid and said to meticulously 
design the pyramids for his future awakening . That under the identity of  Jeshu who also lived his lost years 
with the Buddhist monks written in the Manuscript of  The Good Son; He sought enlightenment through 
them . That he brought Buddhist teachings back to teach his disciples . That Jesus actually lived two lives, 
one as Jeshu who lived a admirable good life but stoned to death and also as Barabbis who was the political 
activist who is the etheric body of  Jesus . He is the manifest of  Christ the Son of  God . Christ didn’t even die 
at the cross according to these certain evidences and enigmatic suspicions (suspicious for the right reason) 
and actually lived a full and happy life with Mary Magdalene according to the Zacharias Rhetor under se-
cret changed names . His survival is tribute to the knowledge that Christ did not die in 15 minutes at the 
cross . No he was sedated by a cloth put in his mouth that put him in a death like unconscious state . This 
is the reason why when they went to his tomb they brought aloe instead of  funeral flowers. Aloe is used to 
heal wounds . They left no trace of  where they went only the story that he ascended into heaven so that the 
romans could not chase him . Jesus and Magdalene lived full and happy lives, in the lost gospel Ecclesiastical 
History of  Zacharias Rhetor under the pseudonyms of  “Joseph” and “Aseneth” . Therefore I also do not 
believe in the resurrection sorry to say .

The purpose of  this was to solve god who is the collective, solve universe through selfless unconditional 
love and the truth through Christ is to demystify his life . This is the conclusion and summary of  the book .
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kinder, compassionate and understanding . His virtuous paradigms and Universal Model Paradigms are a 
show of  his inner knowledge and contemplative practice of  the world beyond the physical . Avoiding to see 
the world objectively as well as subjectively but somewhere in between unattached, mindful and at peace .

To some degree Nam Nguyen is a very complex in what he is trying to achieve yet he tries to be simple for 
the sake of  connection and communication with the people . For he understands that his concepts are dif-
ficult to comprehend but hopes one day they will be useful to the people of  the future. He is always open 
to ideas, the idea of  exploration and fun . He understands that there’s a bigger picture in the world . The 
body is not the end . The spirit is not all there is . We not only should be seen as mechanical components to 
a machine but a part of  a system of  machines with parts . There is higher purpose in life and great reason 
to be moral in this life. The vices of  your life do not define you but the behavior/practices and ideas you 
implement into your life define your attitude and nature. Ultimately your direction in life will bring you to 
some hard decisions and that is where your stones fall into place . Life is how you act in the face of  encoun-
ters of  hardship, if  you are not prepared for what is to come then you were not prepared . Life is about pro-
action, precautionary and nurturing beliefs and action of  the now . Though it is a contemplative, mindful 
and thoughtful assessment of  the moment too . The kindness, understanding and compassion of  the heart 
plays a great role in all this too . There are many paths in life, you will twist and you will turn but as long as 
you make it in the end to your destination, this is what matters .
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Nam Nguyen, is a man of  practicality . A realist yet an idealist in trying to make the bridge in spiritualism . He 
is not associated with any form of  religion at the moment but a big innovator of  having ideas of  his own 
weaving and integrating ideas he believes are suitable for building on . He is not a fan of  organized religion 
and not a fan of  religious hierarchy . He believes in the freedom of  information and that good ideas should 
be distributed among the people . That the truth that people believe is not what it always seems to be . That 
time, people, circumstance and conditions can twist ideas to become strange forms of  misinterpreted idola-
try . He believes in going to the root of  the problem and it’s causation . He believes in the progression and 
constructive nature of  human beings and He believes in finding and mapping it’s identity and the transfor-
mation of  a being through conscious assessment and behavior .

This is my portfolio: http://quocnamnguyen .wix .com/synamex

Linkedin page: ca .linkedin .com/pub/nam-nguyen/8a/531/279/

Visit my portfolio and modeling page . ^ right above
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THE HARKENING; PROJECT HEAVEN ON EARTH

The Ascendant Code .
There are 9 things the world should be but only when they are one thing that they 
are complete . Mass, Growth, Existence,Eternity, Manifest, Body, Universal Reality, 
Vessel of  Experience and Completion . Every detail, level and world is part of  the 
grand scheme, the building blocks to creating the world we experience in this life . 
Combined these are the ascendant values of  light which create all in existence . This 
is The Heaven on Earth visual conceptions of  eternity, infinity, ambiguity and ascen-
dancy .
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1 . Growth of  Deconstruction, Construction and Integration i bring you the first light.
2 . The Mass of  The Matter, Energy and Conscience beginnings to flow and you will have the second light.
3 . Existence of  Nothing, Everything and Infused brings the third light .
4 . Manifest of  Origin, Substance and Nothingness brings the fourth light .
5 . Eternity of  Alpha, Omega and Crossway bring the fifth light
6 . Body of  One, All and Collective bring the sixth light .
7 . Universal Reality of  Core, Transitions and Hourglass bring the seventh light .
8 . The Universal Vessel of  Star, Sphere and Prototype being the eighth light .
9 . Completion of  God, Universe and Truth bring the ninth light .
This is the Source Light in my Palms . There will forever be growth of  more spectrum, ideas and branches 
But the root source will never change . Within this graph is the ultimate truth if  realized . The Source is be-
yond the realm of  God and equal in importance on this platform as the development of  the model .

The Beginning .

All life emerges, life is fruitful, yield is good.. life multiplies. Ideas flourish and wonder and curiosity thrive. 
We are becoming more articulate, wiser, gaining more formidable ground .

The End .

Things are mastered, comprehended and men are exalted . Heights of  accomplishments at this time act as 
catalysts to human kind and bring a new order to the entropy of  the world. The identity of  men are refined, 
solidified and conceptualized.

The Great Divide .

Things that once were, things that are and that will be are determined by the actions of  men, their emo-
tional/causal and intentional being . It will be decided who is in the right and wrong of  life . . This will be a 
time of  conflict and those who go with and work for the system will become the system. Those who work 
against and for freedom will find a different path in ascendance out of  the system. The shackles of  men 
were never meant to exist . . they just are until we come to the realization that we are more then the skin suits 
we live in and seek higher purpose in our consciousness. The frequency that we seek is found within selfless 
unconditional love .

Ascendant Behavior

The threshold is a rule made by the system to process us and dwarf  our potential . It is the system threshold 
that holds us back and rules are meant to be broken of  course . As we reach higher development the ascen-
dant protruding plane brings the impending breaking of  the threshold, the breaking of  the threshold and 
finally breaks the illusion coming to the stage of  World Breaker. This illusion of  ego and persona is not our 
potential . We can survive here and grow but we will never thrive in this world .

THE HARKENING; PROJECT HEAVEN 
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In our form we are bound to earth until our release . We cannot escape our physical death but when we reach 
optimum levels of  the spirit in this world and cross the veil we will see the new world reborn out of  the fires 
of  the phoenix’s ashes . Spirits that enable injustices of  sickness, mindless, careless action such as violence, 
war, rape and actions of  hate will be judged . These realms will be divided in this life and the next, where you 
are situated may be due to your ties to these worlds . The Celestial, Terrestrial and Telestial worlds are desig-
nated on Earth as well as the life after in the spirit . There is no hell, unfortunately the lowest world you can 
go from here is Outer Darkness which is the equivalent to hell . Other that or reincarnations into devolved 
forms in this world .

Vinn Diagram Complete and Expanded; 
Concept of  Heaven on Earth Geometrically Conceptualizing
Topic for today; Vinn Diagrams Complete and Expanded .

The Life, Dream, Self  and Light Vinn Diagrams of  Heaven and Earth .

Today I will make us some Vinn Diagrams for Squares and Circles acquiring the components of  Heaven 
on Earth necessary for establishment. The Process is an Expansion, Refining and Ascendance through 
divisions . Through the process of  creating divisions (I call Triangular Thinking) we bring the divided parts 
together to create a collective. The first square for example has 4 squares but a fifth is acquired by add-
ing the sum creating a bigger square . As we continue the same process is done to the next level of  squares . 
There are 3 levels of  squares and circles in this diagram . It’s good if  you attempt to do it yourself  but look-
ing at the diagram you should be able understand how it all works . The Collective is a machine that is greater 
then the sum of  it’s parts . It’s synergy, product and mechanical collective creates a perpetual movement that 
encompass the logic of  individualism . Heaven  on Earth is process of  combining binary alpha 1 the square 
with binary Omega 0 the circle.. In doing this we find divisions and segments of  the petals which are pro-
duced to fill in the “gaps”. Petals are usually seen as products of  a flower and thus the flower fills it’s gaps 
with petals as we do our very own products .

The Spheres of  Heaven on Earth

Earth is Square

Heaven is Circle .

Ascension is Triangular Divisions .
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VINN DIAGRAM COMPLETE
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GEOMETRY OF VINN DIAGRAMS PARADIGM

Alpha  Squares are made for expansion .

Omega Circles are made for refining.

Crossway Triangles are made for divisions .

LOOKING AT THE SQUARES .

The 2×2 Square = 5 Squares is split in 2 divisions .

the 3×3 Square = 14 Squares is split in 3 divisions .

The 4×4 Square =25 Squares is split in 4 divisions .

LOOKING AT THE CIRCLES .

The First 2×2 Circles = 5 Circles = 4 Base Colors = 4 Petals = 9 Potential Color Spheres

The Second 7 Circles = 7 BAse Colors = 6 Petals = 33 Potential Color Spheres .

The Third 19 Circles = 19 Base Colors = 18 Petals = 96 Potential Color Spheres

EXPANSION, REFINING AND DIVISIONS .

The Alphas are the smallest Squares .

The Beta are the collective of  Alpha .

The Theta are the collective of  Beta .

The Delta are the collective of  Theta. and the sum of  this final product.

THE DIVISIONS OF TRIANGULAR THINKING

First Level is Alpha Protocol the individual squares .

Second Level is Beta Protocol the first collective squares.

Third Level is Theta Protocol the second collective squares .

Fourth Level is Delta Protocol the final third collective squares.
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THE CONVEYED MESSAGE:
“I wish for every man the highest potential for selfless unconditional love, and light to be the  dominant 
force in every being . For man to be capable of  rising to the highest dimensions in one life span .” These are 
my wishes .

What is the most important message you would like to share with the world right now?

You are not alone .

God, Universe and Truth .

The collective is the answer to God .

Selfless unconditional love is the answer to the Universe.

Truth is in dispelling mystification of  warped information to become common knowledge.

As you race through space . Life is a spark in time . You are a grain in an hourglass .

There is no more an important place, time and thing as the now .

Live now and embrace your fate . . however how temporary, eternal and experiential .

There isn’t enough time to think, just be! But we warned . .

My silence is not ignorance . My calmness is not acceptance . My kindness is not weakness .

Patience is key to opening the right doors .

Don’t be a slave to the system . Work towards collective man yes, but don’t fall into illusion that we are 
because of  what the tree of  life makes us . We are not enemies in this domain, we are lost and just trying 
to adapt to the situation with our beliefs and mentalities to combat the dangers around us . We are trying 
to break free of  the grip reality has over us . That our conscience is so much more then our skin, bones 
and brain . Our spiriit carries on after we die, the body does not . But what we do here is either  torment or 
memory of  what we do right or what we do wrong in this life . These memories we make here is essentially 
what we take home to God the collective . It is important to note that what we do here is just as important as 
what the plans are for us in the after life .

Project heaven on Earth is a process of  deconstruction, construction and integration . At the center of  it 
is the knowledge of  the solutions; god, universe and truth. Collective humanity, selfless unconditional love 
and demystifying knowledge of  the truth . When all is done then will we be able to move to a better place; in 
body, mind and spirit .

“Knowing is not enough, you must apply . Willing is not enough, you must do .”
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LIGHT, GROWTH:

Deconstruction is the process of  freeing us from disillusionment and breaking down mystifying barriers that 
cause something to be unmanageable and incapable of  assessing . It is the process of  quantifying and weigh-
ing what life is truly about and why we are living it . The roots, the causes, the circumstances and conditions 
of  a situation . . It’s events are what make the deconstruction important . Going to the source of  the problem 
is the only way to deconstruct and compartmentalize a problem .

Construction is the process of  finding positive purpose reason and function in life. Thinking positively and 
being active and functional in the development stages of  life allows you to gain experiences and with experi-
ences growth. Life is about growing and filling the space of  life with your essence. Your activity, progress 
and growth fill in the gap that is the space that is essentially you. Constructive behavior is essential to the 
development of  the body, mind and spirit . Therefore there is no true way to determine right to the best 
degree in the moments of  development . . just as long as it works . When the development constructive cycle 
is complete of  course you are meant to function and produce products that work . That is fate, and that is 
where you shine .

Integration is the process of  bringing it all together; The act of  functioning is essential in bringing every-
thing learnt now together as  one . The process must be a precursor to inter-faith, where all religious ideas 
are mellowed, contemplated and easily assessed to be integrated into society . The ideas must be compatible 
with secular government . All things will be adapted and sorted out as all roles of  religious, government and 
political elements are conceptualized and defined first. As we define and assess life we control entropy, when 
entropy is controlled it becomes order and when order comes we find the crossway which defines every-
thing to it’s element . When we create these paradigms it gives us a vision of  what we want to create .
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LIGHT MASS:

Matter is the building block of  it’s forms; Solid, liquid, gas and plasma . Matter makes form and allows sub-
stance to exist . The material things we enjoy in life are thanks to matter and it is in matter that we employ 
vehicles of  technology to progress and save our time on Earth to develop more as humans . Matter has a 
low level of  spiritual conscience and a subject to objectively but we should respect it’s function, purpose and 
reason for existing and thus not abuse it’s privilege of  use . It is an object with lower end of  priority for it’s 
wellbeing under plants, animals and other human beings . It is in the living sphere of  the mineral . Matter is a 
component of  the universe and an essential building block to life .

Energy is the power of  the world it generates, potential, kinetic, static, electric, coal, oil, hydro, nuclear-fis-
sion/fusion, combustion, wind, thunder, gravitational, magnetic, harmonic, Positive, Negative, healing, natu-
ral, ki, perpetual motion of  protons, electrons and neutrons . Other forms of  energy are hybrid or hidden 
to the field of  view to the 5 senses and may be acquired from another dimension or aspect of  this world. 
Energy is the flow of  life, it comes and goes and is a vector with direction. It may conduct, take shape and 
dispense, disperse and disappear . It can be found best in the elements of  nature in it’s rawest form . It is 
through this energy that all things exist, the Earth is a life giving energy potential for sustaining lives and a 
life giving gift to all of  us . We mustn’t let it go to waste and should take care of  the Earth we live on .

Conscience is the heart of  the world; in it, it generates purpose, function and reason  for things to exist . The 
Human conscience is the thing that holds us higher then the animal kingdom . We can act out of  instinct 
but we should know better then to act out of  pure emotion without thought, repercussions and a plan . We 
should never act out of  pure contempt, willingness to harm another or to cause infliction and destruction 
to another human being without contemplation . This is what we call  our conscience; The circumstances, 
conditions and events that may follow because of  our actions may cause us greater pain or suffering . There 
is always consequence in a person’s actions and the reaction is indeed undesirable if  it comes to the darker 
end of  the spectrum of  humanity . Life is what it is, And things have a role in life no matter how lower in 
conscience they are in life .  Taking another man’s life was never meant to be done by human judgement . In 
a case where it is, that man that died will never learn what he did wrong, opportunities to make it right are 
now impossible and the man who has done the judgement in killing will be tainted by the darkness of  guilt 
– where it may consume him .
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LIGHT EXISTENCE:

Nothing is absence of  being; The quality of  Ain Soph and Ain . The absence of  god is not the entity that 
fills this void it is the void. It has not manifested yet and not even light has touched this space. It is the noth-
ing beyond God, it existed before God as the Ain Soph Aur light and Kabbalah Tree of  Life has . It is what 
God used to create the world of  space . It is Absolute nothing, it means nothing or no place .

Everything is the state of  existence where things exist . The quality of  Ain Soph Aur . . The boundless light 
manifesting a nurturing essence to bring life to all it touches . It is the beauty of  creation, passion of  pro-
ductivity and flourishing of  functionality that brings life into existence. The Ain Soph Aur idea is when you 
look beyond what the tree is, you see that even before the tree there is only light . Light metaphorically and 
abstractly through nurturing essence of  Life, Grace, Hope, Faith, Redemption, Truth, Universe, God and 
Love (The list is pretty endless because according to this idea anything that likens or is nurtured by light is 
part of  the light body) . It’s an inner communion with the eternal light that can heal and transform you, it’s 
not as simple as light itself  from our relative perspective . If  you think of  Einstein and the state of  relativity 
if  you are traveling at the speed of  light you would be everywhere in all time and space . When the world was 
created and the first light came into being the whole entirety of  space and time were created and the experi-
ence was held simultaneously with that creation .

Infusion is the process of  having both worlds of  space and matter . This is the distribution of  life and 
God . As you know your body is made of  99 .9% space and you are composed of  only 0 .1 matter . It’s a very 
delicate balance of  space and matter . The balance is made to distribute all life and essence of  life at maxi-
mum potential, capacity and efficiency. We are made to function purposefully, experience life and express/
generate love for one another . This is a reality of  holographic proportions and the distribution of  mass is 
minimalist for efficiency in the system. We as a human collective are a holistic proportion of  the actual God 
experience . We are his memories in the existence of  life, our struggles, circumstances, conditions and events 
all give him information as to “what if ” a certain thing happened . Just like a super computer of  unimagi-
nable artificial intelligence calculating, assessing and producing ideas as to how to execute the best plan of  
action in certain lives, perpetual motions in life and methods of  approach in life .
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LIGHT, ETERNITY:

Alpha is the first, the square geometrically. It represents Earth and the crude values of  the physical. The 
Earth’s values are basic and unrefined but it is the template for which man’s spirit will be made. It is the 
Beginning of  the binary and the initial binary that begins the sequence . It has the important role of  leading 
the sequence to continue it as it is the initiating binary . Historically the Earth is represented by a square in 
the spiritual sense by the Platonic solids. With the edges described as rigid, unrefined and sharp. It is initi-
ated by the number 1 or Square .

Omega is the last, the circle geometrically. It represents Heaven and the refined values of  the spiritual. The 
Heaven’s values are smooth, complex and refined and is the ultimate form which man’s spirit will be made. 
It is the End of  the binary and the initial binary that ends the sequence . It has the important role of  ending 
the sequence to complete it as it is the final binary entry. Historically the Heaven is represented by a circle 
in the spiritual sense by the Plato’s sphere of  heaven . With the edges described as smooth, complex and 
refined. It is initiated by the number 0 or circle.

Crossway is method of  division between the two worlds . Signifying a great divide of  forces of  light and 
dark in it’s exchanges between the two realms . In this process they determine the identities of  the enti-
ties that make up the light and dark from both the Heaven and Earth and access this information to judge 
those worthy of  ascension . There will be those who are working for the system, against the system and 
there are those who will ascend above and beyond the system. The idea is that the crossway is a filter that 
works like a hourglass only letting one grain of  sand in at a time . When it is your time you will fall through 
if  you are worthy and have done your time and work on Earth . Humans can descend to less evolved forms 
of  minerals, plants, animals, and other human incarnations but they can ascend to the heaven too to the 
world of  Cherubim and Angels . Angels can fall from the higher dimensions and become (fallen angels/
demons/nephilim) . It is important to know that higher dimensional beings with high spiritual levels can 
become guardian angels when they cross the veil of  death .
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LIGHT, MANIFEST:

The Origin is the roots, causation and reason for something to become what it is today . You look at it’s 
roots and understand it’s beginnings . It is how the start of  a journey begins and where everything came to-
gether to build the opportunity for life which is you . In this case origins is not only your own origins but the 
species of  human, the origination of  life itself, the origination of  calculated creation of  life itself  through 
the placement of  us in our solar system and our sun . For our origins is not a probability, in fact not only 
a process of  refinement through evolution but hand in hand with a meticulously engineered creation of  
higher dimensional beings to enable our progression of  the spirit in this world .

Substance is the general foundation of  living, dead and non-living things . It is the existence of  being of  
person, place or thing that dwells in this plane of  life . Substance can be a very broad range of  things such 
as things of  mass are considered part of  substance but what substance has also is; meaning, purpose and 
reason . It has benevolent values that encompass the entirety of  the holistic system . It has a truth, justice and 
quality to it that very few paradigm platforms have .

Nothingness is the space that fills the cup. It is the space of  an idea; It gives spokes created space a useful-
ness . A vase will have usefulness as an empty container to gather water . Nothingness is the essence of  pur-
pose in having emptiness. The world is full of  space and that is why life flourishes. If  life was all mass then 
everything would be too cluttered to breath, to move and collisions would be more frequent . Space is essen-
tial to life and for functionality of  life . This is the lesson of  Nothingness and it’s philosophy in a nutshell .
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LIGHT BODY:

When one says The beginning is one means we are all born into this world as single individuals . We are 
brought into existence by our parents and as we develop our consciousness is only to think within our 
sphere of  self  development . We grow to become independent people and soon we are working to stand on 
our own two feet and feed ourselves and grow as a person . As we grow we come to acknowledge our peers, 
that they acknowledge us and we cooperate with them expanding our body of  one to may be 2-10 . The 
process may build up and we may build connections with these people to become a bigger group or body of  
people . Groups, potential business partners, ring of  friends what ever you would like to call it .

When people say The End is All means we mean to say that in the end every human is connected and that 
whether we like it or not. All living beings are together in this no matter how difficult they may be and how 
tough the individuals ego and exterior shell is . We are human beings who are looking out for our own safety 
and the safety of  others . All people is not the same as a collective of  people but we must see the poten-
tial of  what we are to become . If  every individual were perfect and able to conceive the eternal truth and 
wisdom of  God and universe then the possibility of  Heaven on Earth would be easily obtainable . But this is 
not the case and everyone has their own agenda, motives and influences. Every being maybe selfish, im-
plore selfishness to keep the dynamic going to gain revenue and distracted by physical world material things. 
Though no person can survive alone and once they are educated, or see that they cannot live as individuals 
in society alone it changes them to become more flexible and cooperative. This is not the true struggle.. 

The collective is the real struggle where we get everyone to cooperate and integrate on an inter-faith plat-
form. There will be much conflict in the transition from being one to collective such as alienation and assim-
ilation being the all to the collective . There will be compatibility issues with beliefs and interests . People will 
only do what they desire to do and it will be a troublesome process to get them to do the right thing . Trou-
blesome but not impossible as we thrive for the best way through life; The collective is the holistic system 
working together and it is greater then the summation of  it’s parts . The holistic system will create synergy, 
products and a mechanical process . It will bring new things to the table that will aid in building Heaven on 
Earth when the collective is established on Earth . The collective is a accessible, manageable and operating 
group of  people who are comfortable with their own lives to allow another person to pilot their narrative 
because they share the same ideals, destination and customs . The collective is a system built on trust, faith 
and belief  that they are all going to the same ideal place in their pictured mind . They envision and focus on 
getting to that destination as a group and each man is delegated his own post in their frontier in life working 
toward a collective ideally human cause .
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(These are the spiritual stages of  the chart and therefore may become a little abstract, please relax and just 
understand that these concepts maybe due to my failure to articulate or your inability to grasp concepts that 
have not yet been learned yet . The acquisition of  these terminology can only be acquired from the study of  
the main book; The God, Universe and Truth . It is recommended that you have a brief  idea of  what the 
Core, Transitions and Hourglass are before reading below for I do not know how much sense it will make to 
those without these background knowledge . I will articulate them best i can but no promises .)
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LIGHT UNIVERSAL REALITY:

When i speak of  Universal Reality I mean to say Virtual Universal Reality . The Core is the body of  the vir-
tual reality platform . It is the substance and meat per-say of  the virtual reality universe . We have been work-
ing with three core, 3 transition, 1 hourglass, and 1 ascended protruding binary for majority of  this journey . 
Today for our purposes the cores will be stacked high to what ever number is necessary to fit the diagram 
and so will the transitions . It will start looking like a Pizza Pie after it has been all cut out . In form i mean . 
Imagine the pizza as the core base covering the base of  the hourglass structure . The color will be red pizzas . 
It’s function is to define a medium of  it’s identity. For example my favorite would be a paradigm of  physical, 
mental, spiritual and  ascended binary (magenta crossing the middle) . The Core is usually tied to the idea of  
a capacitor holding information/energy/power .

Now imagine separating “transitions” between the Pizza Slices so that you have individual slices not crossing 
the line of  their territory . These are transitions and labeled blue most of  the time . It’s function is mainly as a 
facilitator of  walls to separate the core mediums from getting diluted/mixed into one another . For example 
to be consistent with the last set of  cores we choose the transitions (physical) EMOTIONAL (mental) 
UNITY (Spiritual) DIVINE (Binary). The Transition is usually tied to the idea of  a amplifier amplifying 
information/energy/power .

The hourglass structure is simply a double cone with a filter in the middle in the process to refine the me-
dium coming through. The hourglass has been known to be an indicator of  time and refinement through 
time . It is symbolic in this way and it also functions as an hourglass and represented usually as a intersecting 
of  two planes/cones in this case . This is usually colored green . The Hourglass is usually tied to the idea of  a 
fields usually a magnetic one because it’s the most basic.
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LIGHT, VESSEL OF EXPERIENCE

Star is the beginning of  the spectrum . I called it star because the single strands of  light that borders the 
spherical shape are elements to my paradigm and the quantity of  rays are reflected into how many trinity 
paradigms i can find. My usual number is 27 sided star with 9 ascendance values. They usually only go that 
high because I only work within the human area of  ascendance . I tend to try to avoid the grey areas of  the 
divine because i know there isn’t much I can do there in human form . The star represents dimensions of  the 
x,y,z and time spectrum with their rays in every so directions . Star represents the 27 different ways the entity 
can shine even though there are different degrees and angles if  the numbers are beyond 27 . But generally 27 
can be distributed on 3 platforms diagrams .

Sphere is the end of  the spectrum. I called it sphere because this shows the final development form refined 
to it’s potential. Spheres also describe the envelopes of  fields within fields in the world of  unseen benevo-
lent field, creative field, morphic-resonance field, spectrum assessing field, activity field and state field. The 
fields don’t necessarily have to do with the actual sphere in this case but it is important to note the nature 
of  these spheres . That they act like a polish Matryoshka Dolls that are inside of  one another . The shells of  
the Earth is is another good physical example of  what this sphere looks like . Earth is a living example of  
the sphere with its hidden spiritual fields and physical shells. There Sphere is the symbol of  the divine and a 
metaphor for refined greatness. All records of  shining ones have been tied to giant orbs of  light. The mani-
festation of  all wonderful and great things we idealize are of  the light .
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Proto-type is a monstrous paradigm of  epic proportions because it also completes an ascended chart of  
it’s own and allows us to see up to 33 traditionally or more ascendant properties . 21 in which are protrud-
ing planar binaries and 12 are part of  the ascended chart . This proto-type is just a means of  producing 
something that can express a pure ascendant star ushering a movement towards higher consciousness and 
ushering a contemplative notion of  amenity or relief  for human suffering . It’s a “mad scientist” method of  
combine 3 stars and producing a pure ascendant chart . It was just myself  testing the extent of  the para-
digms and attempting to take a peak in the veil of  creation .
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LIGHT, COMPLETION;

God has a very vast spectrum but . . basically comes down to . The collective is the solution to the problem of  
god in the world . This is as simple as it can be put . There are many platforms God has been put under from 
a living deity (YHVH, Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh, Elohim and Allah) , to a demigod (Zeus, Hades, Poseidon), to 
a god in human form (Jesus) . It is said that God has no form, that he is one with the universe and within 
people and that the consciousness within us is evidence of  his spark of  life . We all have a conscience and 
the ability to think with reason, purpose and function is more then enough to explain that we are a product 
of  creation but complexly refined by generations of  evolution and trait hand offs of  genes. The Problem 
with Gods is that it must be one god or the people will be scattered and divided therefore the collective is 
the solution to the idea of  God .

Universe is still a very broad spectrum of  life but it basically comes down to. The selfless unconditional love 
of  human kind will bring us together . No matter the divisions in the gender, ethnicity, sexuality, creed or 
religion if  the light is strong in us we will adapt and find a way to form better structures and better rules for 
our people with the influences and guide of  our peers. Things, people, places come and go but what is most 
important is what we have is each other . The families we build, experience and life that we build all make 
this possible. We are made to explore this world yes, investigate, experiment and find truths in the material 
world. Absolutely, but we also need to see that the truth is in selfless unconditional love and giving to those 
who cannot manage life alone because of  their circumstances, conditions and events . Life will make a path 
for every man has in him the potential to do great things . And I feel one day I too will feel the accomplish-
ment of  doing something great as this work becomes testimony to what i will achieve .

Truth is a very narrow passage of  life but the truth people want to know will be in this great demystifica-
tion of  the Christ . I believe in God, but probably not the same one you may believe in . I believe God in the 
universe and god in the collective of  human beings . I believe the answer to the universe is for us as a people 
to act through selfless unconditional love. I believe that Christ had many lives, that he was a reincarnation of  
Thoth .  That he was one of  the architects to the Giza Pyramid, that he commenced the project that was the 
catalyst to the human evolution of  consciousness . That he was an initiate for the Giza pyramid and said to 
meticulously design the pyramids for his future awakening . That under the identity of  Jeshu who also lived 
his lost years with the Buddhist monks written in the Manuscript of  The Good Son; He sought enlighten-
ment through them . That he brought Buddhist teachings back to teach his disciples . That Jesus actually lived 
two lives, one as Jeshu who lived a admirable good life but stoned to death and also as Barabbis who was 
the political activist who is the etheric body of  Jesus . He is the manifest of  Christ the Son of  God . Christ 
didn’t even die at the cross according to these certain evidences and enigmatic suspicions (suspicious for the 
right reason) and actually lived a full and happy life with Mary Magdalene according to the Zacharias Rhetor 
under secret changed names . His survival is tribute to the knowledge that Christ did not die in 15 minutes at 
the cross . No he was sedated by a cloth put in his mouth that put him in a death like unconscious state . This 
is the reason why when they went to his tomb they brought aloe instead of  funeral flowers. Aloe is used to 
heal wounds . They left no trace of  where they went only the story that he ascended into heaven so that the 
romans could not chase him . Jesus and Magdalene lived full and happy lives, in the lost gospel Ecclesiastical 
History of  Zacharias Rhetor under the pseudonyms of  “Joseph” and “Aseneth” . Therefore I also do not 
believe in the resurrection sorry to say . This is the truth, Christ is still my savior but life must evolve we can 
all settle for this one truth that he may have come to bring us salvation but he had to live his own life too . 
The message that he was willing to sacrifice himself  and did should be enough. 
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Unless you really wanted Christ to die then that just shows the type of  human you are . Whether you are for 
the progress of  human kind is in the decision whether you take this truth or not .

What if  god is everywhere and your only destination is the now? What if  he is everywhere and the only 
way to get to him is to know yourself  better and initiate involution into the learning of  self ? The spark of  
creation is in you, you were never alone . God is always with us he’s a part of  us and when we return home 
after our physical death he will collect us as information would to a brain and remember our good deeds 
and suffering . The reward of  life is the experience .
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